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T-Systems ALPINE Region

T-Systems International
Enterprise IT Service Provider
Subsidiary of Deutsche Telekom
28.000 Employees
Presence in 20 countries

T-Systems ALPINE Region
Austria and Switzerland
1.100 Employees  
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Initial situation 

Goal
- Increase delivery speed
- Lower delivery cost

Delivery processes (examples)
- Provide virtual servers
- Extend storage capacity
- Set up new SAP system
- Automatically patch operating 

system

Analysis
- High degree of technical 

automation in most teams
- Teams struggle to get complete 

and valid data for their tasks
- High effort to track progress for 

requestors
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Approach

Requirements
- Ensure requestors know which 

data are needed and what are 
allowed values

- Validate all input completeness 
and consistency

- Provide teams with complete and 
valid data at right time

- Allow requestors to see where 
the process is and who is 
working on it

- (Get hard data on process 
parameters)

Solution: Automate process flow
Decision: use BPMN 2.0

- Proven industry standard
- Easily understandable
- Directly executable – no need for 

“translation” into technical code
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Technical solution: Service Automation Platform
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Look and Feel
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Layered automation model
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Organizational Solution

Digital Acceleration Team
as “enabling team”:

- Provide Platform
- Determine and implement use 

cases
- Exercise governance
- Drive standardization and 

optimization
- Train and supervise “citicen 

developers”

Technical automata are provided 
by technical teams

Implementation open to everyone 
interested and capable

Regular open BPMN trainings for 
all interested
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Some learnings

Automation is a journey – realizing automation value is a long term effort.

Tools allow for benefits. Governance and focus realize them.

Introducing automation is a change process (#peoplemakeithappen)

Automation drives the evolution of the organization

Hard data change conversations

Implementing the process is not enough – follow through until it is fully used

Each automation use case has a sweet spot –sometimes less is more



Questions?


